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Abstract—This paper presents and analyzes a novel mul-
tiuser network based on hybrid free-space optical (FSO)/radio-
frequency (RF) transmission system, where every user is serviced
by a primary FSO link. When more than one FSO link fail,
the central node services these corresponding users by using a
common backup RF link according to a non-equal priority with
p persistence servicing protocol. A novel discrete-time Markov
chain model is developed for the proposed network, where
different transmission rates over both RF and FSO links are
assumed. We investigate the throughput from central node to
the user, the average size of the transmit buffer allocated for
every user, the frame queuing delay in the transmit buffer, the
efficiency of the queuing system, the frame loss probability, and
the RF link utilization. The network’s users are arranged in
an ascending order. As the order of the failed user increases,
the corresponding performance criteria gets worse due to the
non-equal priority servicing protocol. Numerical examples show
that transmitting a data frame with probability p when using
the common backup RF link, achieves considerable performance
improvement that approaches the performance of the multiuser
FSO/RF network when using equal priority protocol to serve all
the remote users.
Key Words: Multiuser network, Hybrid FSO/RF, Non-equal
priority protocol, and Queuing system.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENTLY free-space optical (FSO) technology hasgained an increasing interest in data transmission [1] –
[5] owing to their unique features including: 1) higher data
rate, compared to radio frequency (RF) technology, 2) high
transmission security, 3) large unregulated spectrum, and 4)
faster and cheaper deployments, compared to fiber optics.
Most of the current literature on FSO transmission systems are
mainly limited to connecting two remote locations through a
direct point-to-point FSO transmission link. Meanwhile, FSO
technology can also be used effectively in multiuser scenarios
[6] – [8], where FSO links are used for data transmission from
a central location to multiple remote users. In our previous
work [6], a cross layer analysis of a point-to-multipoint
hybrid FSO/RF network was performed where same data rates
on both FSO and backup RF links was assumed. Several
performance parameters of the network were investigated. In
[7] and [8], the performance of multiuser FSO systems were
analyzed, where in [7] authors had investigated the average bit
error rate and the capacity of the systems with Nth best user
selection. While in [8], the outage capacity and the throughput
of the systems were studied.
Despite the desirable nature of the FSO systems, FSO links
are greatly affected by fading due to atmospheric turbulences
and pointing errors [9], [11]. Turbulence-induced fading,
known as scintillation, causes irradiance fluctuations in the re-
ceived optical signal as a result of variations in the atmospheric
refractive index. Dynamic wind loads and weak earthquakes
can cause vibrations of the transmitted optical beam, which
also causes random irradiance fluctuations in the received
optical signal. Moreover, the optical power is attenuated as the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver increases due
to a constant loss related to the weather condition. Integrating
the FSO link with a millimeter wavelength (MMW) RF link,
to form what is known by hybrid FSO/RF data transmission
link, improved the FSO link’s reliability. This is owed to the
fact that both FSO and MMW RF links are affected quite
differently by atmospheric and weather effects. FSO links
suffer from extremely high attenuation in the presence of fog
but are less affected by rain. In contrast, fog has practically no
effect on MMW RF links but rain significantly increases link
attenuation. Similarly, while atmospheric turbulence caused by
variations in the refractive index is the main cause of small–
scale fading in FSO links [12], RF links are impaired by fading
due to multipath propagation [13]. Besides the high data rates,
MMW RF links offer similar advantages of FSO links such
as deployment flexibility, license free operation, and inherent
security due to high link attenuation. The complementary
nature of FSO and MMW RF links has motivated various
hybrid FSO/RF data transmission systems which include di-
versity combining hybrid FSO/RF systems [14], switch-over
hybrid FSO/RF systems [15] and hybrid FSO/RF systems with
adaptive combining [4]. Hybrid FSO/RF data transmission
systems had shown great outage performance and high data
link reliability in all weather conditions, while maintaining the
high transmission data rate.
In this paper, we extend our work in [6], where we consider
a multiuser hybrid FSO/RF network with multiple remote
users are connected to one single central location. Each remote
user in the network is connected to the central node via
a separable primary FSO link. A common backup RF link
is used by the central node for data transmission to any
remote user in case of the failure of its corresponding FSO
link, where we adopt the simple switch-over hybrid FSO/RF
transmission approach. A direct application of the proposed
multiuser hybrid FSO/RF network is wireless Internet service
provider (WISP) networks or the WiMAX networks [16]. In
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2a WISP network, subscribers are connected at the edge of the
network using a client device typically mounted on the roof
of their houses. The central base station is mounted on a high
building where it has line of sight with the client devices.
At any given time slot, there may be more than one remote
user that has failed FSO link. The central node must adopt
some strategy for selecting one user among these users to be
serviced by the common backup RF link. To do this, there are
many options that include:
1) Select remote user with highest number of packets in
buffer.
2) Select remote users at random, which is similar to the
back-off counter in WiFi IEEE 802.16.
3) Assign a probability p to each remote user to determine
the odds that the user is to compete at this time slot
or not, which is similar to carrier-sense multiple access
with collision detection (CSMA/CD) or carrier-sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
schemes.
4) Adopt a fixed priority scheme where each remote user
has a unique priority value. Remote user with highest
priority among the set of users with failed FSO links is
selected.
5) Group remote users in different classes of service, then
select a user at random from the highest priority class.
6) Adopt the proportional fair (PF) scheduling scheme
similar to long term evolution (LTE) networks.
In this proposed infrastructure network, the central node adopts
a hybrid priority scheme, which is a combination of options 3
and 4. Priority services can be used to provide differentiated
Quality-of-Service (QoS) in packet-based networks. Exam-
ple for different services needing different QoS can include
general communications, information retrieval, web services,
and streaming services. Such networks offering this service
model will charge users based on the priority of their traffic.
Thus, considering the differentiated QoS, users are arranged
according to their servicing priorities. The central node serves
the different nodes according to the predetermined priority
scheme, but with p-persistence probability. We will call this
servicing protocol “non-equal priority with p-persistence ser-
vicing protocol”. Controlling the value of p will control the
whole network’s performance. It is worth to mention here
that, the proposed hybrid priority servicing scheme is different
from the LTE PF scheduling scheme. The proposed servicing
scheme provides a compromise to give better performance
to high-priority users while allowing lower priority users a
chance to receive their intended data. In the mean time, the
total throughput can be maximized by optimizing p, as will be
discussed in coming sections. Meanwhile, PF scheduler tries
to maximize the total network throughput, while providing
all users a minimal level of service at the same time. PF
scheduling scheme achieves a trade-off between fairness of
resources allocation to all users and network throughput.
In this paper, we investigate such a multiuser network under
the proposed servicing protocol through investigating several
performance criteria. These criteria include throughput from
central node to the remote users, the average size of the
transmit buffer assigned for every remote user in the network,
the frame queuing delay in the transmit buffer, the efficiency of
the queuing system, the frame loss probability, and the RF link
utilization. To be able to investigate such a network under this
hybrid priority servicing scheme, we assume identical remote
users, while differ according to their required QoS.
The major contributions in this paper are:
• A novel multiuser hybrid FSO/RF network is proposed
where different transmission rates over FSO and RF links
are considered and non-equal priority with p-persistence
servicing protocol is proposed.
• A novel cross layer Markov chain model of this proposed
multiuser network with different data rates is developed.
• The main parameters affecting the performance of the
proposed multiuser hybrid FSO/RF network are identi-
fied, and several performance metrics are studied.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II and III, we introduce the multiuser hybrid FSO/RF
network model and central node-to-remote node channel
model, respectively. In section IV, we introduce the discrete-
time Markov chain model for a remote node in the multiuser
network. The non-equal priority with p-persistence servicing
protocol is presented in section V. Different performance
metrics for the multiuser network are studied in section VI.
Finally, section VII presents some numerical examples to
investigate the performance of the proposed multiuser network,
followed by the conclusion in section VIII.
II. MULTIUSER HYBRID FSO/RF NETWORK MODELING
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of a multiuser hybrid FSO/RF network.
The general block diagram of a multiuser hybrid FSO/RF
network is shown in Fig. 1. This network consists of a central
node and N remote users (remote nodes). The central node
sends data to each one of the remote users through a separate
primary FSO link. The central node is assigned a certain RF
channel, which is used as a backup link for data transmission
to any remote user in case of the failure of its corresponding
FSO link. In this work, we propose and study a non-equal
priority with p-persistence protocol for servicing the remote
users by using the common backup RF link in case of the
failure of their corresponding FSO links. The remote users are
arranged in an ascending order according to their servicing
priorities to be 1, 2, ..., N , where the lowest order user will
3have the highest priority. In this case, when more than one
FSO link fail, the central node will use the common backup
RF link to send data frame with probability p to the remote
user with the highest priority among the failed group.
Throughout the paper, we will adopt the following assump-
tions:
1) All FSO links follow the same statistical fading distri-
bution.
2) The FSO channel is assumed to be constant during the
transmission of one data frame.
3) The RF channel is assumed to be constant during the
transmission of one data frame.
4) Simultaneous data transmission over FSO and RF links
is not allowed.
5) Non-preemptive RF transmission is assumed.
6) Non-saturated traffic condition is assumed. Specifically,
the central node may or may not have data for transmis-
sion to all N remote users over each time step.
7) The data frames are transmitted over the FSO and RF
links at different rates.
8) Once the data frame is being transmitted over the backup
RF channel, it is assumed that the RF channel will re-
main healthy throughout the whole frame transmission.
9) No error control policy is implemented between the
remote user and the central node.
10) The central node receives the states of the N FSO
channels and the common backup RF channel based on
feedback from the N remote users1. Since both FSO and
MMW RF channels experience slow-fading [9], [10], we
can assume that instantaneous CSI is always available
at the transmitters.
III. CENTRAL NODE - REMOTE NODE CHANNEL
MODELLING
The hybrid FSO/RF system used for data transmission from
the central node to any remote node is composed of coher-
ent/heterodyne FSO and RF data transmission subsystems. In
this hybrid system, coded digital baseband signal, created by
the signal source, is converted to an analog electrical signal
through a square M–ary quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) modulator [17], [18]. The QAM signal will be trans-
mitted using either the FSO link or the RF link. At the FSO
transmitter, QAM electrical signal modulates an optical carrier,
produced by an optical frequency local oscillator (LO) to
generate the optical signal. At the FSO receiver, the received
optical signal undergoes heterodyne detection process. With
heterodyne detection, the received information bearing optical
signal is combined with a reference signal from an optical
1We assume that there is an RF feedback link between each remote user and
the central node. The central node transmits pilots over the common backup
RF channel, which can be received by the remote users. These pilots allow
the estimation of the CSI of the common RF channel at the remote users (N
CSIs), which will be sent back to the central node over the RF feedback link.
The CSI of the N FSO links can also be estimated and sent back to central
node over the RF feedback links. The RF feedback link can be a common
low rate RF channel that can be used by all N remote users, where each user
sends its CSI along with an identifier differentiating users. As a commonly
used assumption, the RF feedback link is assumed to be error free.
LO using a beam splitter2. When the combined optical signal
falls over a photo-detector, an instantaneous photo-current is
produced. After filtering unnecessary components, the photo-
current become the input of the electrical demodulator to
retrieve the information. At the RF transmitter, the frequency
of the QAM electrical signal is up-converted using 60 GHz RF
carrier, generated by an RF LO. We adopt a switch-over hybrid
FSO/RF transmission scheme to transmit the data frames from
the central node to any remote node [6]. We define γT to be the
minimum received SNR of either the FSO link or the common
RF link to maintain the minimum bit-error-rate of BER0.
Considering the used M -QAM electrical modulation scheme
and by using [20, Eq. (9.7)], the switching threshold γT can
be calculated as γT = (M − 1)
[− 23 ln(5 BER0)] , M ≥ 4.
A. Modelling the FSO Link
The FSO link is assumed to be affected by a Gamma -
Gamma atmospheric turbulence-induced fading and a Gaus-
sian pointing-error induced fading. We define a to be the
probability that a certain FSO link is in poor quality and can
not be used for data transmission from the central node to the
corresponding remote node. a is given by a = Pr[γFSO <
γT ] = FγFSO (γT ), where FγFSO (.) is the cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of the instantaneous SNR per symbol
of the FSO receiver γFSO defined as [6]:
FγFSO (γFSO) =
ξ2
Γ(α)Γ(β)
G3,12,4
[
ξ2αβγFSO
(ξ2 + 1)γ¯FSO
|1, ξ2+1ξ2, α, β, 0
]
.
(1)
In (1), ξ is the ratio between the equivalent beam radius
and the pointing error (jitter) standard deviation σs given by
ξ = ωeq/2σs [9]. Here, ω2eq = ω
2
z
√
pierf(ν)/2ν exp(−ν2),
where erf(.) is the error function and ωz is the optical
beam radius at distance z from the transmitter aperture and
ν =
√
piD/2
√
2ωz with D is the photodetector diameter. ωz
is given by ωz = θ0z, where θ0 is the transmit divergence at
1/e2. Γ(.) and G[.] are respectively, the standard Gamma func-
tion and the Meijer G-function as defined in [24, Eq. (9.301)]
with α and β are the scintillation parameters. The parameters
α and β are related to the refractive index structure parameter
C2n, where the atmospheric turbulence can be modelled from
weak to strong turbulence regimes [23]. Assuming spherical
optical wave propagation, expressions for calculating α and β
in (1) are given by [23]:
α =
[
exp
(
0.49χ2
(1 + 0.18d2 + 0.56χ
12
5 )
7
6
)
− 1
]−1
(2)
β =
[
exp
(
0.51χ2(1 + 0.69χ
12
5 )−
5
6
(1 + 0.9d2 + 0.62d2χ
12
5 )
5
6
)
− 1
]−1
, (3)
where χ2 = 0.5C2nk
7/6z11/6 is the Rytov variance, d =
(kD2/4z)1/2, and k = 2pi/λFSO is the optical wave number
with λFSO is the optical wavelength. Obviously, the scintil-
lation parameters α and β and the pointing-error parameter
2We assume using phase-locked loop to compensate for phase noise in the
received optical signal [19].
4ξ may differ from one remote node to another. However,
without loss of generality and to make the analysis easy and
tractable, we assume that the parameters α, β, and ξ are the
same for all remote nodes3. γ¯FSO is the average SNR, defined
as γ¯FSO = 2Eavgη2PLOPowFSOGFSO/σ2FSO [6], where
Eavg , η, PLO , PowFSO, GFSO, and σ2FSO are respectively,
the average QAM symbol energy, photodetector responsivity,
LO power, average transmitted optical power4, attenuation
factor, and variance of shot noise which is modelled as
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The attenuation factor
GFSO (in dB) is determined by the Beers-Lambert law as
GFSO = αFSOz [22], where αFSO denotes the weather
attenuation coefficient (in dB/Km) and z is the link distance.
B. Modelling the RF Link
The fading gain over the RF channel is assumed to follow
Nakagami-m distribution [4], which represents a wide variety
of realistic line-of-sight (LOS), (with high values of the
parameter m [26]), and non LOS fading channels encountered
in practice [27]. As we are using the same type of digital
modulation on both FSO and RF links, we will use the same
threshold γT to measure the quality of the RF link from
the central node to the remote node. We define b to be the
probability that the RF link is in poor quality and can’t be
used for data transmission by the central node, given by
b = Pr[γRF < γT ] = FγRF (γT ), where FγRF (.) is the CDF
of the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the RF receiver γRF
defined as [6]:
FγRF (γRF ) =
1
Γ(m)
γ
(
m,
mγRF
γ¯RF
)
. (4)
In (4), γ(·, ·) is the lower incomplete Gamma function defined
in [24, Eq. (8.350.1)], γ¯RF is the average SNR of the RF chan-
nel, given by γ¯RF = EavgPRFGRF /σ2RF [6], where PRF ,
σ2RF , and GRF are respectively, transmitted RF power
5, noise
variance, assuming zero-mean circularly symmetric AWGN,
and average power gain of the RF channel. The variance of
the noise in the RF channel is given by σ2RF = WN0NF [14],
where W is the RF bandwidth, N0 is the noise power spectral
density and NF is the noise figure of the RF receiver.
IV. DISCRETE-TIME MARKOV CHAIN MODEL FOR JTH
REMOTE NODE
Since all the N remote nodes are identical, we can study
the proposed multiuser network performance by focusing on
one remote node, which we call the J th remote node. We
will use the term “other nodes” to refer to the remaining (N -
1) remote nodes. The central node assigns a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) transmit buffer of size B frames for every remote node
J ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ]. This buffer will hold the data frames to be
transmitted from the central node to the corresponding remote
3We assume all remote nodes of the network are at equidistant from the
central node.
4The transmitted optical power is constrained by the skin and eye safety
requirements according to the used wavelength [25].
5The transmitted RF power is constrained by the allowable interference
levels that may be introduced to the systems working at the same RF band
and the radiation constraint.
node. The data frames arrive at the transmit buffer at rate
Rin frames/second. This frame arrival rate Rin is related to
the input data rate r in bits/second by Rin = Nsr/ log2M ,
where Ns is the number of symbols in each frame and M is
the order of the M -QAM scheme used. The frame arrival rate
Rin is assumed to be the same for all the N transmit buffers.
We define Rout as the frame departure rate given by:
Rout =
{
RFSO, If data frame is transmitted over FSO link
RRF , If data frame is transmitted over RF link,
where RFSO and RRF are the frame transmission rates over
FSO and RF links, respectively. RFSO and RRF are related
by RFSO = ΩRRF , Ω ≥ 1. It is worth to mention that Ω will
be restricted to integer values. This point will be clear later
from the state diagram shown in Fig. 2. To prevent transmit
buffer overflow, we must ensure that Rout is greater than or
equal to Rin. Here, the frame arrival rate Rin changes over
time with maximum value equal to Rout.
The number of frames stored in the transmit buffer repre-
sents the state of the buffer. The future state of the transmit
buffer depends only on its current state and the change
from one state to another will occur at discrete time values
corresponding to frame arrival and departure events. Thus, we
can use the discrete-time Markov chain to model the states of
the transmit buffer assigned for any remote node. The time step
of the discrete-time Markov chain, denoted by T , is chosen
to be the inverse of the maximum frame transmission rate, as
T = 1/max(Rin, Rout) = 1/RFSO = 1/ΩRRF [31]. It is
worth to mention here that one data frame will need one time
step to be transmitted over the FSO link and Ω time steps to
be transmitted over the RF link.
Based on our choice for the time step T , the resulting
Markov chain is a single-arrival, single-departure queue. Here,
we assume that when a data frame arrives, it can be serviced
and left the transmit buffer at the same time step using the
corresponding FSO link or can go to the next state using
the RF link with a lower data rate. The corresponding state
transition diagram of the transmit buffer of the J th remote
node is shown in Fig. 2. We define αi,j for 0 ≤ i ≤ B and
0 ≤ j ≤ Ω − 1 to be the transmit buffer states for the J th
remote node. Here, i represents the number of data frames
stored in the buffer and j represents the number of time steps
elapsed since the beginning of one data frame transmission
over the RF link.
In Fig. 2, u0, f , u, uB , v1, v2, v3, and v4 are the states
transition probabilities defined as:
u0 = 1− ω + ωPFSO, f = ω[1− (PFSO + P (J)RF )],
u = (1− ω)[1− (PFSO + P (J)RF )] + ωPFSO,
uB = 1− (PFSO + P (J)RF ) + ωPFSO, v1 = (1− ω)PFSO,
v2 = ωP
(J)
RF , v3 = (1− ω)P (J)RF , v4 = P (J)RF ,
(5)
where PFSO is the probability of using the FSO link by the
central node to transmit data frame to the corresponding J th
remote node, given by PFSO = 1 − a. In (5), P (J)RF is the
probability of using the common backup RF link by the central
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Fig. 2. The state transition diagram for the transmit buffer of the J th remote
node.
node to transmit data frame to the J th remote node when
its corresponding FSO link fails. The definition of P (J)RF will
depend on the type of the protocol of assigning the RF link to
the J th remote node, either equal priority or non-equal priority
with p-persistence protocol. In (5), ω is the data frame arrival
probability defined as the probability that a new data frame
arrives at the transmit buffer assigned for the J th remote node
within the time step T . Or in other words, ω is the probability
that a time step T will have a new data frame.
The corresponding state transition matrix P(J) for the state
diagram in Fig. 2 is given by:
P(J) =

A0 C0 φ1 ... φ1 φ1 φ1
E0 A C ... φ2 φ2 φ2
φT1 E A ... φ2 φ2 φ2
φT1 φ2 E ... φ2 φ2 φ2
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
φT1 φ2 φ2 ... C φ2 φ2
φT1 φ2 φ2 ... A C φ2
φT1 φ2 φ2 ... E A C
φT1 φ2 φ2 ... φ2 E AB

ΩB+1×ΩB+1
,
(6)
where A0, C0, E0, A, C, E, A, AB , φ1, and φ2 are
sub-matrices defined as:
A0 = [u0]1×1, C0 =
[
v1 0 ... 0 1− ω
]
1×Ω ,
C0 =
[
v1 0 ... 0 1− ω
]
1×Ω ,
E0 =
[
f v2 0 ... 0
]T
1×Ω ,
A =

u 0 0 ... 0 ω
v3 0 0 ... 0 0
0 1− ω 0 ... 0 0
0 0 1− ω ... 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 ... 1− ω 0

Ω×Ω
,
C =

v1 0 0 ... 0 1− ω
0 0 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 ... 0 0

Ω×Ω
,
E =

f 0 0 ... 0 0
v2 0 0 ... 0 0
0 ω 0 ... 0 0
0 0 ω ... 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 ... ω 0

Ω×Ω
,
AB =

uB 0 0 ... 0 ω
v4 0 0 ... 0 0
0 1 0 ... 0 0
0 0 1 ... 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 ... 1 0

Ω×Ω
,
φ1 =
[
0 0 0 ... 0 0
]
1×Ω,
φ2 =

0 0 0 ... 0 0
0 0 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 0 ... 0 0

Ω×Ω
.
The steady state distribution vector s(J) corresponding to
the state diagram in Fig. 2 and the transition matrix (6) for
the J th remote node is given by:
s(J) = [s(J)0,0 M
(J)
1 M
(J)
2 ... M
(J)
B ]
T ,
M
(J)
k = [s
(J)
k,0 s
(J)
k,1 ... s
(J)
k,Ω−1]1×Ω, k = 1, 2, ..., B,
(7)
where s(J)i,j for 0 ≤ i ≤ B and 0 ≤ j ≤ Ω − 1 is the
probability that the transmit buffer assigned to the J th remote
node is in state αi,j . At steady state, the probability s
(J)
i,j of
being in any state αi,j will not change with time. In this case,
the distribution vector s(J) settles down to a unique value
and satisfies the equation P(J) s(J) = s(J) [31]. This means
that the steady state distribution vector s(J) is the eignvector
for P(J) corresponding to the eign value that equals to one.
MATLAB and other mathematical packages such as Maple
and Mathematica have commands for finding that eigenvector.
Having found a numeric answer, we must normalize s(J) to
ensure that
B∑
i=0
Ω−1∑
j=0
s
(J)
i,j = 1.
We will use the equal priority protocol introduced in [6] as
a bench mark for comparison purposes. Using this protocol,
the central node will use the common backup RF link to
communicate with any one of the remote nodes with failed
FSO links on an equal priority basis. Thus, the probability of
using the common RF link to send data frame to J th remote
node with poor FSO link is defined as [6]:
P
(J)
RF =
(
1− b
N
)[
1− (1− a)N] , 1 ≤ J ≤ N. (8)
V. NON-EQUAL PRIORITY WITH P -PERSISTENCE
PROTOCOL
The remote nodes of the network are arranged in an as-
cending order according to their priorities (1, 2, ..., N ). Remote
6node # 1 will have the highest priority and remote node #N
will have the lowest priority. When more than one remote
node have their corresponding FSO links failed, the central
node will allocate the common backup RF link to the highest
priority remote node ((i.e., the node with the smallest order
number among this group of nodes needing the common
backup RF link) with probability p. It will be shown in the
numerical section that allocating the common backup RF link
to a certain remote node with probability p will improve the
performance of the network, especially the performance of
the remote nodes with lower priority. As a special case of this
protocol will be the non-equal priority protocol when putting
the persistence probability p equals to 1.
A. Probability of Assigning RF Link to the 1st Remote Node
The probability of using the common backup RF link by the
central node to transmit data frame to remote node #1 when
its corresponding FSO link fails is P (1)RF , which is defined by:
P
(1)
RF = a(1− b)p, (9)
where 1 − b is the probability that the common backup RF
link is in good condition.
B. Probability of Assigning RF Link to the 2nd Remote Node
The probability of using the common RF link by the central
node to transmit data frame to remote node #2 when its
corresponding FSO link fails is P (2)RF , which is defined by:
P
(2)
RF = a(1− b)px1, (10)
where x1 is the probability that the RF link is not assigned
to the first remote node, defined as x1 = 1 − y1. y1 is the
probability that the central node uses the RF link to send data
frame to the first remote node which can be defined as:
y1 = s
(1)
0,0ωa(1− b)p+ a(1− b)p
B∑
i=1
s
(1)
i,0 +
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=1
s
(1)
i,j ,
(11)
where in (11), the first term on the RHS is the probability that
a frame arrives to the transmit buffer for the first node and
leaves it using the RF link when the transmit buffer is empty.
The second term and the third term on the RHS denotes the
probability that a frame leaves the transmit buffer using RF
link and the buffer is not empty.
C. Probability of Assigning RF Link to the 3rd Remote Node
The probability of using the common RF link by the central
node to transmit data frame to remote node #3 when its
corresponding FSO link fails is P (3)RF , which is defined by:
P
(3)
RF = a(1− b)px1x2, (12)
where x2 is the probability that the RF link is not assigned
to the second remote node, defined as x2 = 1− y2. y2 is the
probability that the central node uses the RF link to send data
frame to the second remote node which can be defined as:
y2 = s
(2)
0,0ωa(1− b)p+ a(1− b)p
B∑
i=1
s
(2)
i,0 +
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=1
s
(2)
i,j ,
(13)
where in (15), the first term on the RHS is the probability that
a frame arrives to the transmit buffer for the second node and
leaves it using the RF link when the transmit buffer is empty.
The second term and the third term on the RHS denotes the
probability that a frame leaves the transmit buffer using RF
link and the buffer is not empty.
D. Probability of Assigning RF Link to the J th Remote Node
We can generalize the probability of using the common
backup RF link by the central node to transmit data frame
to J th remote node when its corresponding FSO link fails
P
(J)
RF , which is defined by:
P
(J)
RF = a(1− b)p
J−1∏
k=0
xk, x0 = 1, 1 ≤ J ≤ N, (14)
where xk is the probability that the RF link is not assigned
to the kth remote node, defined as xk = 1 − yk. yk is the
probability that the central node uses the RF link to send data
frame to the kth remote node which can be defined as:
yk = s
(k)
0,0ωa(1− b)p+ a(1− b)p
B∑
i=1
s
(k)
i,0 +
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=1
s
(k)
i,j .
(15)
VI. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR THE JTH REMOTE NODE
The steady state distribution vector s(J) defined in (7) will
allow us to analyze the various performance metrics for the J th
remote node as will be explained in the following subsections.
A. Throughput from Central Node to the J th remote node
We define the throughput Th(J) from central node to the J th
remote node to be the probability of successfully transmitting
a data frame over the FSO or RF link. In this sense, successful
data frame transmission occurs in 3 separable cases which are:
1) An arrived data frame is transmitted directly over the
FSO or the backup RF link, where there are not any
frames stored in the transmit buffer, that is assigned
to J th remote node, waiting for transmission. In this
case, the throughput will be given by Th1(J) =
ωs
(J)
0,0
(
PFSO +
1
ΩP
(J)
RF
)
, where s(J)0,0 is the probability
that the transmit buffer assigned to the J th remote node
is empty, and PFSO + 1ΩP
(J)
RF is the probability that
there is an available FSO link or RF link for frame
transmission. The 1/Ω factor is because transmitting a
data frame over the back-up RF link requires Ω time
steps. Or in other words, 1/Ω of the frame is transmitted
over the RF link every time step.
2) A data frame leaves the transmit buffer when it is
not empty. Specifically, the first frame stored in the
transmit FIFO buffer will be transmitted over the FSO
link or over the backup RF link if it is available. In
this case, the throughput will be given by Th2(J) =(
PFSO +
1
ΩP
(J)
RF
) B∑
i=1
s
(J)
i,0 , where s
(J)
i,0 , i = 1, ..., B is
the probability that the transmit buffer of J th remote
node contains i data frames waiting for transmission.
73) A data frame from the transmit buffer assigned to the
J th remote node is being transmitted over the backup
RF link. However, it needs Ω time steps to be completely
transmitted.
In this case, the throughput will be given by Th3(J) =
1
Ω
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=1
s
(J)
i,j , where s
(J)
i,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ B and 1 ≤
j ≤ Ω − 1 is the probability that the transmit buffer
assigned to the J th remote node is in state αi,j . Here, i
represents the number of data frames stored in the buffer
and j represents the number of time steps elapsed since
the beginning of one data frame transmission over the
RF link.
Thus, the throughput Th(J) can be calculated as:
Th(J) = Th1
(J) + Th2
(J) + Th3
(J)
= ωs
(J)
0,0
(
PFSO +
1
Ω
P
(J)
RF
)
+
(
PFSO +
1
Ω
P
(J)
RF
)
X
B∑
i=1
s
(J)
i,0 +
1
Ω
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=1
s
(J)
i,j , 1 ≤ J ≤ N.
(16)
P
(J)
RF in (16) is given either by (8) in case of using equal
priority protocol or by (14) in case of using non-equal priority
with p persistence protocol.
The optimal p which maximizes the aggregated throughput
Thtotal =
N∑
J=1
Th(J), denoted by p∗, can be obtained by
solving ∂Thtotal/∂p = 0 for p. However, it is difficult to
obtain p∗ in closed form. As an alternative method, we can
treat the problem as one-dimensional optimization problem
with uncertainty range of [0.001, 1] and use numerical methods
such as Golden-section search method [30] to search for the
optimal p∗.
B. Average Buffer Size
The average buffer size Q(J)a is the average number of
data frames stored in the transmit buffer and waiting for
transmission to the J th remote node. Thus, Q(J)a can be
calculated as Q(J)a =
B∑
i=1
Ω−1∑
j=0
i s
(J)
i,j , 1 ≤ J ≤ N , which
represents the weighted sum of the number i data frames stored
in the assigned transmit buffer.
C. Average Buffer Queuing Delay
The average queuing delay T (J)q is the average number of
time steps that a data frame spends in the transmit buffer
before being transmitted. Using Little’s result, this queuing
delay is given by T (J)q =
Q(J)a
Th(J)
, 1 ≤ J ≤ N [31].
D. Frame Loss Probability
A frame is lost when it arrives to a full transmit buffer
and the frame at the head of the buffer does not leave. Using
traffic conservation principle described in [31], the frame loss
probability P (J)L can be given as P
(J)
L = ω − Th(J), 1 ≤
J ≤ N .
E. Efficiency of the Queue
The efficiency ϕ(J) of data frames queue assigned to J th
remote node is defined as the ratio of probability of a data
frame leaving the transmit buffer relative to the probability
that a new data frame arriving at the transmit buffer. Thus, the
efficiency ϕ(J) can be expressed as ϕ(J) = Th
(J)
ω , 1 ≤ J ≤
N . The efficiency ϕ(J) gives an indication of data frame loss
due to transmit buffer overflow. A value of ϕ(J) = 1 implies no
buffer overflow. A value of ϕ(J) < 1 implies buffer overflow
and potential frame loss.
F. RF Link Utilization
The probability that the RF link is needed in a given time
step, denoted by Ne, can be calculated as:
Ne = 1− {Pr[γFSO ≥ γT ]}N = 1− (1− a)N . (17)
In the non-equal priority with p-persistence servicing protocol,
the common backup RF link is allocated to the highest priority
node with failed FSO link (among a group of remotes nodes
with failed FSO links) with probability p. Thus, the RF link
utilization U defined as the probability that the RF link is used
in a given time step can be calculated as U = (1− b)pNe.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present several numerical examples to
illustrate our analysis. We assume m=5, for which Nakagami-
m distribution perfectly models fading over MMW RF chan-
nel. Assume using 16-QAM digital modulation, γT is chosen
to be equal to 21 dB to satisfy a minimum target BER of
10−6. The relevant parameters of the FSO and RF subsystems
considered for the numerical results in this paper are provided
in Table I [9], [14], and [21]. These parameters are assumed
to be the same for the N remote nodes. The average QAM
symbol energy Eavg is assumed to be normalized to unity.
Mainly, the FSO link is affected by foggy weather. Thus, we
consider in our numerical examples the scenario of moderate
foggy weather condition with weather attenuation coefficient
αFSO = 42.2 dB/Km and moderate atmospheric turbulence
with C2n = 5 × 5−14 and no rain with RF rain attenuation
αrain = 0 dB/Km. Note that, under foggy weather condition
and no rain and by using the parameters given in Table I, the
probabilities a and b are calculated to be equal to a = 0.90
and b = 0.22. These values of a and b are used in Figs. 3
- 8. We use an arbitrary value of p = 0.5 in Figs. 3 - 8, to
investigate the network performance under the proposed non-
equal priority with p-persistence servicing protocol as opposed
to the non-equal priority servicing protocol. The value of p is
controlled and optimized to improve the network performance
as is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Also, we investigate the
network performance under strong atmospheric turbulence (α
= 2.064 and β = 1.342) and sever pointing error (ξ = 1.1) [32]
conditions in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 13 we use arbitrary values
of a with b = 0.22. We assume that the frame transmission
rate of FSO link is twice that of the RF link (i.e., Ω = 2) in
plotting all Figures expect Fig. 7, where it is plotted against
range of Ω’s values. The analytical results have been verified
by using Monte-Carlo simulation.
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PARAMETERS OF FSO AND RF SUBSYSTEMS
Parameter Symbol Value
FSO Subsystem
Wavelength λFSO 1550 nm
Oscillator Power PLO 10−2 W
Shot Noise Variance σ2FSO 5× 10−12
Responsivity η 0.5 A/W
Photodetector Diameter D 20 cm
Transmit Power PFSO 15 dBm
Transmit divergence at 1/e2 θ0 2.5 mrad
Jitter standard deviation σs 30 cm
Link distance z 1000 m
RF Subsystem
Carrier Frequency fRF 60 GHz
Bandwidth W 250 MHz
Transmit Power PRF 25 dBm
Transmit Antenna Gain GT 43 dBi
Receive Antenna Gain GR 43 dBi
Noise Power Spectral Density N0 -114 dBm/MHz
Receiver Noise Figure NF 5 dB
Oxygen Attenuation αoxy 15.1 dB/Km
As an overall observation, using non-equal priority protocol
with p-persistent probability less than 1 improves the perfor-
mance of the remote nodes which approaches the performance
when using the equal priority protocol.
In Fig. 3, we plot the throughput Th as function of the
frame arrival probability ω. Considering the non-equal priority
protocol (p = 1), it can be seen that the throughput goes into
three phases viz linear, dip and saturation. It is linear for small
values of ω. The linearity is because a frame arrives and leaves
the buffer immediately. This means that the buffer remains
empty in this linear phase. The saturation phase occurs for
higher values of ω. For node 1, there is no dip phase and
the transition from linear to saturation phase occurs when the
transmit buffer is not empty. Nodes 2, 3 and 4 experience
sudden drops in throughput after the linear phase; the transition
occurs when the transmit buffer is not empty and arriving
frames can not leave the buffer because access to the common
RF link is restricted. As we have used a non-equal priority
protocol (p = 1), node 1 has highest priority to access the
RF link and priority decreases with increase in node number.
The access to the common RF link for a node is restricted
by a buffer of lower number node, which causes the drop in
throughput for nodes 2, 3 and 4.
Also, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that the throughput graph,
when using non-equal priority protocol with p-persistent, expe-
riences the same behaviour as the case when using non-equal
priority protocol (p = 1). However, the throughput performance
of the nodes 2, 3, and 4 is improved (node 2 is only shown
in Fig. 3). The p-persistent value is considered as p = 0.50,
which means that even when the common RF link is available,
the probability of accessing it for every remote node is only
50%. At the same time, throughput performance for node
1 decreases as its chance to access the common RF link is
lowered to 50%. Also, it can be seen that the total throughput
of the network is improved when using non-equal priority
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Fig. 3. Throughput with B = 10 frames.
with p-persistence servicing protocol, which approaches the
performance when using non-equal priority servicing protocol.
In Fig. 4, we plot the average buffer size Qa as function
of the frame arrival probability ω. Considering the non-equal
priority protocol (p = 1), it can be seen that for the same value
of frame arrival probability ω, the transmit buffer assigned
for remote node 4 has the largest number of frames waiting
for transmission. This is because it has the lowest priority
of accessing the common RF link in case of the failure of
its corresponding FSO link. As the order of the remote node
decreases, its corresponding assigned transmit buffer contains
less number of waiting frames. This is because its priority of
accessing the common RF link increases. The average buffer
size Qa saturates at the maximum buffer size B as expected.
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Also, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the average buffer
size graph, when using non-equal priority protocol with p-
persistent, experiences the same behaviour as the case when
using non-equal priority protocol (p = 1). However, the average
buffer size for the nodes 2, 3, and 4 is improved (node 2 is
only shown in Fig. 4). The p-persistent value is considered as
p = 0.50, which means that even when the common RF link
is available, the probability of accessing it for every remote
9node is only 50%. This will affect in return the frame waiting
time in the corresponding transmit buffer and thus the average
number of frames stored in the transmit buffer waiting for
transmission.
In Fig. 5, we plot the average queuing delay Tq as function
of the frame arrival probability ω. The average queuing delay
Tq shows an S-type behaviour, where it starts at low values
then starts increasing after a certain frame arrival probability
value. It then saturates. Considering non-equal priority pro-
tocol (p = 1), the saturation value increases with increasing
the order of the remote node where its priority of accessing
the common RF link decreases. It is noted that the average
queuing delay Tq is not equal to zero at very low value of ω.
This is because, a frame will wait in the buffer until a link is
available for its transmission.
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Fig. 5. Average queuing delay with B = 10 frames.
Also, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the average queuing
delay Tq graph, when using non-equal priority protocol with
p-persistent, experiences the same behaviour as the case when
using non-equal priority protocol (p = 1). However, the average
buffer size for the nodes 2, 3, and 4 is improved (node 2 is
only shown in Fig. 5). The p-persistent value is considered as
p = 0.50, which means that even when the common RF link
is available, the probability of accessing it for every remote
node is only 50%. This will affect in return the frame waiting
time in the corresponding transmit buffer.
In Fig. 6, we plot the frame loss probability PL as function
of the frame arrival probability ω. The frame loss probability
goes into two phases viz zero loss and linear. The zero loss
phase occurs at low ω values. The linear phase occurs for
higher values of ω. The transition point occurs when the
transmit buffer is full. Considering non-equal priority protocol
(p = 1), it can be seen that node 1 shows zero loss. This is
because Node 1 has the highest priority to access the common
RF link and to transmit the frames in its corresponding
transmit buffer, hence the transmit buffer never gets full. The
nodes 2, 3 and 4 transition points occur at lower values of ω.
This is because the common RF link access priority decreases
with increase in node number and the corresponding transmit
buffer starts filling up at lower value of ω.
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Also, it can be seen from Fig. 6 that the frame loss
probability PL graph, when using non-equal priority protocol
with p-persistent, experiences the same behaviour as the case
when using non-equal priority protocol (p = 1). However, the
frame loss probability for the remote nodes 2, 3, and 4 is
improved (node 2 is only shown in Fig. 6) due to increasing
the remote nodes chance of accessing the common RF link
when their corresponding FSO links fails. The p-persistent
value is considered as p = 0.50, which means that even when
the common RF link is available, the probability of accessing it
for every remote node is only 50%. This will lower in return
the frame waiting time in the corresponding transmit buffer
and thus decreases the frame loss probability. It can be seen
from Fig. 6 that the frame loss probability PL when using non-
equal priority protocol with p-persistent for node 1 experiences
linear behaviour because its chance to access the common RF
link is lowered to 50%. when using the equal priority protocol.
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Fig. 7. Frame loss probability with B = 10 frames.
In Fig. 7, we plot the frame loss probability PL as function
of Ω for certain value of p = 0.5. At certain value of frame
arrival probability ω, the frame loss probability increases as
Ω increases. This is because transmitting a frame over the
backup RF link requires more time steps as Ω increases.
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This means that more frames will accumulate in the transmit
buffers, which in return will increase the probability of loss of
new arriving frames. As ω increases, the frame loss probability
increases because more frames arrive at a full transmit buffer
while the backup RF link is still busy in transmitting the
current frame.
In Fig. 8, we plot the efficiency ϕ as function of the symbol
arrival probability ω. The efficiency ϕ goes into two phases
viz unity efficiency and decreasing efficiency. The transition
points in efficiency occur when the corresponding transmit
buffer is not empty which is noted to be happen at lower
values of ω. This is because the access to the common RF
link for a remote node is restricted by a node of lower
number and thus the arriving frames are accumulated in the
transmit buffers assigned for the other remote nodes that have
failed FSO links. Also, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that the
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efficiency ϕ graph when using non-equal priority protocol with
p-persistent, experiences the same behaviour as the case when
using non-equal priority protocol. However, the efficiency for
the remote nodes 2, 3, and 4 is improved (node 2 is only shown
in Fig. 8). This is because of persistent probability, which
transmits frame with probability p, increasing the chances for
a frame being transmitted to all the remote nodes.
In Fig. 9, we plot the throughput Th as function of the
persistence probability p. We consider in Fig. 9 two different
values of frame arrival probability, a low value of ω = 0.4
and high value of ω = 1. It can be seen that the throughput
of node 1 increases as p increases. This is because it has
the highest priority for being serviced by the common RF
link when its FSO link fails. While, the throughputs of the
lower priority nodes 2, 3, and 4 increase and then decrease
as p increases. By using Golden-section search method, the
optimum p that maximizes the total throughput was found to
be p∗ = 0.7 in this case. It is clear that lower values of ω gives
better throughput performance. This is because less number of
frames are arrived at the transmit buffers of the nodes and thus
the probability of successful frames transmissions increases.
In Fig. 10, we plot the throughput Th as function of the
frame arrival probability ω. It can be seen that the throughput
performance is greatly degraded under these sever turbulences
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Fig. 9. Throughput with B = 10 frames under strong atmospheric turbulence
and sever pointing error conditions.
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Fig. 10. Throughput with B = 10 frames under strong atmospheric turbulence
and sever pointing error conditions.
and pointing errors conditions, especially the lower priority
nodes’ throughputs. The throughput performance gets its worst
as the frame arrival probability ω increases over nearly 0.3.
This is because there are new frames arriving at the transmit
buffers of nodes 3 and 4, and there are not available link for
frame transmissions. Nodes 3 and 4’s FSO links are failed and
the common backup RF link is being used by higher priority
nodes. However, when using the non-equal priority with p-
persistence servicing protocol and p∗ = 0.7, the throughput
performance of nodes 3 and 4 is improved. At the same time,
the total throughput of the network is also improved, especially
for values of ω greater than 0.4.
In Fig. 11, we plot the throughput Th as function of the
probability a. It can be seen that for small values of a, which
means that most of the time the FSO channels are in good
conditions, the throughput equals ω = 0.7. This is due to the
successful transmission of arrived frames over the separable
FSO links. As the quality of the FSO channels degrades, i.e.,
a increases, the throughput decreases due to the increased
probability of frames loss. As expected, node 1 has the best
throughput as it has the highest priority to be serviced by the
11
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Fig. 11. Throughput with B = 10, p = 0.5, b = 0.22, and ω = 0.7 .
common RF link when its FSO link fails. However, non-equal
priority with p-persistence servicing protocol gives the lower
priority nodes a chance to receive their intended data when
the common backup RF link is in good condition.
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Fig. 12. Throughput with B = 10, p = 0.5, a = 0.9, and ω = 0.7 .
In Fig. 12, we plot the throughput Th as function of
the probability b. We choose a = 0.9 to indicate that the
FSO links are in poor condition. It can be seen that the
throughput performance degrades as b increases. This is due to
the degradation of the quality of the common backup RF link
and thus the probability of frames loss increases. As expected,
node 1 has the best throughput as it has the highest priority
to be serviced by the common RF link when its FSO link
fails. While, the lower priority nodes 2, 3, and 4 have lower
throughput performance.
In Fig. 13, we plot the RF utilization U as function of the
number of the remote nodes N for different values of the poor
quality probability of the FSO link a. The RF utilization U
increases as N increases until it saturates. This is because, as
N increases the probability that more FSO links are in poor
quality increases and thus more remote nodes will need to
access the RF link. The value of the saturation depends on the
quality of the RF link and the value of p. For a fixed value of
N , the RF link utilization increases as the FSO link quality
degrades. For a fixed value of N and under certain condition
of FSO link, the RF link utilization increases as the value of
p increases (i.e, as the probability of allocating the common
backup RF link to a certain remote user increases).
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel multiuser network based
on hybrid FSO/RF transmission system. It was assumed that
servicing different remote nodes in the network follows a non-
equal priority protocol where the user priority decreases as
its order in the network increases. A common backup RF
link is used by the central node for data transmission to
any remote node in case of the failure of its corresponding
FSO link. A discrete-time Markov chain model was developed
for the transmit buffer assigned for each remote node where
different transmission rates over both RF and FSO links is
assumed. we investigated several performance criteria such as
throughput from central node to the remote node, the average
transmit buffer size, the frame queuing delay in the transmit
buffer, the efficiency of the queuing system, the frame loss
probability, and the RF link utilization. Remote node 1 had
the best performance among the other remote nodes as it
had the highest priority. As the order of the remote nodes
increased the corresponding performance got worse. It was
found that transmitting data frames over the common backup
RF link with probability p had improved the performance of
all the remote nodes and thus the performance of the overall
network. The performance improvement had approached the
performance of the network when using equal priority protocol
to serve all the remote nodes. The non-equal priority with p-
persistence servicing protocol provided a compromise to give
better performance to high-priority nodes while allowing lower
priority nodes a chance to receive their intended data. As a
future work, more than one backup RF channels can be used
to serve the nodes with failed FSO links. This will lead to a
new Markov chain model for the multiuser network and new
system performance analysis.
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